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found whose mother did not have the anomaly. On these
findings it would seem that some familial factor does contribute
to the production of multiple sclerosis and that it operates
more strongly through females than through males.

Clearly further work is required in the development of this
particular thesis, and it may be that these initial findings will
prove to be less solid than they seem. Yet this demonstration
of the possible familial and environmental implications is
impressive.
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Control of Spasticity
To Mason Good (1764-1827) spasticity meant "want of
pliancy of the muscle fibres."' Hughes Bennett (1848-1901)
used the term "muscular hypertonicity" and was among the
first to put forward the concept that "muscular hypertonicity
is abolished when there is interruption of any portion of the
reflex arc of which the muscle is the terminus."2

During the following years the terms muscle "tonus" and
"hypertonicity" were used widely but so inconsistently that it
was suggested that adjectives such as slack and taut were to be
preferred for the description of the state of muscles as judged
by passive movements of the limbs.3 Accurate quantification
of muscle tension under varying conditions requires far more
sophisticated techniques.4 5 Spasticity occurs, as Hughlings
Jackson said, when having been "cut off from the higher
centres the anterior horns in question are let go and gain
autonomy."6 Some ten years later Sherrington confirmed this
concept experimentally, since he found that, by disconnecting
the spinal cord from the cerebral hemispheres and basalganglia,
the tone of the extensor muscles of the animal becomes greatly
increased.7 Using such decerebrate preparations, Sherrington
made observations of unrivalled importance on the control of
muscle tone. They led him to conclude that muscle contains
receptors which can reflexly excite muscular contraction.8
As cumbersome recording systems became more refined, it

became possible to stimulate a single motor nerve fibre
supplying the striate muscle fibres, which are the constituent
elements of the muscle spindle. Study was also made of the
resulting excitation in a single afferent nerve fibre from the
self-same spindle. 9 This work helped to establish that there are
specific motor nerve fibres to the muscle spindles, and that
they are separate from the motor fibres to the ordinary muscle.
Thus it can be said that motor neurones of two types are
situated in the anterior horns ofthe spinal cord-namely, large
nerve cells supplying the muscle, and small cells supplying the
muscle fibres within the spindles. Since the fibres of these two

types of motor neurones also differ correspondingly in size,
the two motor neurone systems are distinguished by prefixes
"alpha" and "gamma" in accordance with the classification of
nerve fibres based on their diameters.10
One of the cardinal phenomena in the regulation of muscle

tone is that firing of the gamma motor neurones sets up
afferent impulses which impinge on and activate monosynapti-
cally the alpha motor neurones serving the related musculature.
Both types of motor neurones are excited and inhibited by
various elements within the spinal cord as well as by projec-
tions from higher parts of the central nervous system. It must
be recalled that a single alpha motor neurone may have as many
as tens of thousands of synaptic knobs on its surface." At any
given moment it is therefore exposed to a vast number of
converging impulses. Thus the development of spasticity
depends partly on an excess of excitatory factors and partly on
the deficit of inhibitory factors.

Broadly, two types of spasticity can be recognized under
experimental conditions, due to the hyperactivity of either the
alpha or gamma motor neurones. Spasticity due to the latter
cause can be temporarily abolished by the injection of dilute
procaine near a motor nerve, since the gamma motor fibres by
virtue oftheir small size are particularly susceptibletothe action
of local anaesthetics.12 Spasticity can be altered by various
other manoeuvres. Spindle activity can be depressed by local
cooling of the muscle or enhanced by vibration of the
muscle.'3 14

Alcohol has been found to depress motor neurones of the
spinal cord. It does so by enhancing the activity of the
Renshaw cells, which silence the alpha cells.15 The first
attempt to control spasticity was by surgical means and
consisted in section of the posterior spinal nerve roots.'6 17

This treatment was revived recently in modified forms.'8 19
With the isolation in 1935 of the principal active constituent
of curare, this and various other neuromuscular blocking
agents were tried for the relief of spasticity, but as they also
impair voluntary movements they were found to be unsuit-
able. Mephenesin, an interneuronal 'blocking agent, was
found to relieve spasticity without causing paralysis. But its
therapeutic application is limited by the large doses required
when it is taken by mouth.20 Later, chlordiazepoxide and
diazepam, also suppressors of polysynaptic reflexes, were
found to have some favourable effect on spasticity.
The origin of baclofen, the latest drug introduced for the

control of spasticity, can be traced to serendipity. Much of our
present knowledge of stretch reflexes has been gained from the
study of stretch receptors found in crustacean abdominal
segments. As long as a constant stretch is maintained, the
single sensory neurone from the crustacean receptor discharges
with remarkable regularity. Ernest Florey found that the
generation of these impulses could be inhibited by extracts of
mammalian brain.21 With his team he later identified the
relevant active principle of the brain extracts as gamma amino-
butyric acid (GABA).22 By means of microelectrode technique
it was later shown that GABA also has an inhibiting action on
mammalian cortical and cerebellar neurones.23 GABA may
indeed be an inhibitory synaptic transmitter, and Florey's
prediction that GABA may prove "to play an important part in
the control of neurophysiological activity" has in many ways
been confirmed.2224 Attempts to increase the inhibitory
functions of the central nervous system by the administration
ofGABA, either parenterally or orally, have proved unsuccess-
ful. J. W. Faigle and H. Keberle25 attributed this lack of
response to the fact that GABA is a strongly hydrophilic
substance, which therefore cannot penetrate the lipophilic
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blood-brain barrier and other membranes of the central
nervous system.

In an attempt to find a more active preparation various
compounds ofGABA were synthethized by attaching lipophilic
substituents to its molecule. Of all the related compounds
tested in respect of a central inhibitory effect baclofen was
found to be the most active. But if judged by the low concen-
tration of this drug in the brain after intravenous injection its
ability to penetrate the blood-brain barrier must be considered
to be slow and inadequate.25 A number of reports have now
appeared supporting the claim that, of all the agents at present
available for the control of spasticity, baclofen is the most
effective.26-31 When administered by mouth in doses of
30-60 mg daily baclofen rarely gives rise to side reactions. The
resulting attenuation of spasticity, which is not associated
with serious alteration of voluntary power or of tendon jerks,
can also be observed in patients with transection of the spinal
cord. A group of patients with severe spasticity were divided
according to their response to the application of cold packs
to muscles. Spasticity which was reduced by cooling was de-
signated as "cryopositive" and attributed to exaggerated
gamma motor activity. It was found in this series that all
patients who showed this cryopositive response experienced
a decrease of spasticity when treated with baclofen. This
drug, it was argued, reduces gamma motor activity, but the
precise loci of its action are uncertain.32
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Acute Respiratory Virus
Diseases
Last April a symposium was held in the University of Sheffield
to discuss the results of a collaborative study of acute respira-
tory virus diseases carried out by the Public Health Laboratory
Service and the Medical Research Council. The papers pre-
sented at the symposium have recently been published in the
Postgraduate Medical Jourril.1 The study ran from October
1964 to October 1966, and involved the sampling for virus
isolation of 3,996 patients in general practice and 2,418
children admitted to hospital with acute respiratory disease.
One of the difficulties encountered in a survey of this size is

to obtain uniformity of clinical classification, particularly with
respiratory infections, in which many of the syndromes over-
lap. In the present survey syndromes were classified according
to the part of the respiratory tract affected, and when symp-
toms were related to more than one part of the tract the lowest
area was used for classification purposes.
The survey broadly confirmed the associations noted in the

earlier but smaller collaborative study published in 1965.2 For
example, rhinoviruses were associated with common colds,
parainfluenza viruses with croup, and respiratory syncytial
virus with bronchitis, bronchiolitis, and pneumonia in infants
less than a year old. Samples were also tested for beta-
haemolytic streptococci, and these organisms were confirmed
as being the principal cause of pharyngitis and tonsillitis.
However, valuable additional information has emerged from
the present and larger study. The importance of respiratory
infections in general practice is emphasized by the fact that
most of the general practitioners saw between 500 and 700
patients with these diseases each year. Many doctors will be
surprised to learn that pharyngitis and tonsillitis showed little
seasonal variation, and though colds were more prevalent in
the winter months they were comparatively common in the
summer also.

In addition to the general epidemiological aspects of the
study several virologists have given detailed analyses of the
results obtained with each particular virus or virus group
isolated in the survey. These contributions are especially
useful commentaries on the role of different viruses in acute
respiratory dlsease.
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We record with regret the death on 16 December of Sir
Charles Dodds, F.R.C.P., F.R.S., formerly president of the
Royal College of Physicians of London.
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